Language quiz
Choose the correct word from the brackets to complete the sentences.

Example:
Take your headphones out; (unless/otherwise), you won’t be able to hear me.

1. Start studying now; (unless/otherwise), you’ll fail.

2. (Unless/Otherwise) we plan this carefully, it won’t work.

3. We’ll have to drive in the dark (unless/otherwise) we leave now.

4. (Unless/Otherwise) someone can lend me some money, I can’t come tonight.

5. Don’t forget to call; (unless/otherwise), I won’t know where you are.

6. Take something to eat; (unless/otherwise), you’ll be hungry.

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next page.
Writing practice

Writing
Choose something that you know how to do very well. You are going to explain how to do this.

Make a list of things that can wrong, and how to solve them.

Write a set of instructions for someone, advising them how to avoid these problems using *unless* and *otherwise*.

Examples

- *Unless* you put oil in the pan, the food will stick.
- *Check the inside of the tyre; otherwise, you might get another puncture.*
- *You might miss some mistakes unless you check your writing.*

Answers to exercise on page 1

1. Start studying now; *otherwise*, you'll fail.
2. *Unless* we plan this carefully, it won't work.
3. We'll have to drive in the dark *unless* we leave now.
4. *Unless* someone can lend me some money, I can't come tonight.
5. Don't forget to call; *otherwise*, I won't know where you are.
6. Take something to eat; *otherwise*, you'll be hungry.